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A Contextual Account of Doublespeak 

Translation Problems and Strategies 

    Dr. Anis Behnam Naoum
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This study is motivated by the excessive use of Doublespeak 

in news media, especially in the west. It comments on the corruption 

of thought resulting from the pre-planned misuse of language. This 

corruption of language (and consequently of thought) is studied in 

connection with a translation task from English into Arabic. 

The problem is how to identify items of Doublespeak in the 

source text (ST); what strategies should be adopted to overcome 

translation difficulties raised by this phenomenon; and to what 

extent could contextual considerations be useful in rendering the 

language of Doublespeak into the target language (TL). 

The study hypothesizes that unless the global context is well-

identified, the translators may run the risk of misunderstanding the 

language of Doublespeak and, consequently misunderstanding the 

totality of the intended meanings of the ST message into the TL. 

A three-fold-translation procedure and interviews have been 

conducted to analyse and translate Doublespeak. The test-subjects 

are three newly graduate student translators. The instrument of the 
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study is an English documentary text to be translated into Arabic-

the translators‟ first language. 

The three translations provided each by a translator along the 

three-fold-procedure are analyzed and compared with each other. 

The analysis shows that strategies adopted by the translators in their 

second and third attempts were more successful in exploring 

meaning in the ST and in rendering it into the TL than their first 

drafts. 

The study concludes that student translators should be trained 

to activate their mental representations of information relying not 

only on the linguistic context of the ST (i.e. co-text), but also         

on their background knowledge and the pragmatic context of          

the ST. 

1. The Concept of Doublespeak 

Though humans can communicate by means of different 

codes, the use of language remains “an integral part of being 

human” (Aitchison, 1987: 11). Language is a conceptual system 

which shapes and regulates humans ideas, activities, reactions 

towards others and, ultimately, their choices of interpretation in 

communicative acts (Cf. Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis). It is, actually, 

the mirror which reflects the human mind. Lutz (1987: 104) points 

out that language, in the sense presented above, becomes the means 

by which we shape reality and the means by which we communicate 
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our perceptions of reality to others. Consequently, language can 

reinforce or twist reality; it can enrich or distort the human thoughts. 

Therefore, when language is intended to give a truthful appearance 

to lies and when “there is a gap between one‟s real and one‟s 

declared aims” (Orwell and Angus, 1976: 137), the sort of language 

produced is Doublespeak. 

1.1 Misconception 

 The real meaning of „Doublespeak‟ is often confused in most 

writings with the term „euphemism‟ (Cf. Partridge (1973), Turner 

(1973), Ebbitt and Ebbitt (1982), Hahn (1989), among many others). 

Naoum (1995:34) points out that „euphemism‟ is an innocent term 

designed mainly to avoid what is culturally, socially and morally 

harsh without having any hidden intention or prejudice towards 

one‟s feelings and/or interest. Doublespeak, on the other hand, is the 

language which employs verbal attractions, not to communicate, but 

to conceal facts. This deceptive language makes the deviated facts 

easily digested and assimilated by the general public, regardless of 

the moral responsibility that language should maintain (Cf. Lutz, 

1990). For instance, the so-called euphemistic term „pacification‟ 

(used instead of „military conquest‟) does not serve to communicate 

the idea but rather to obscure it, transforming it according to the 

psychological needs of the individual speaker. In other words, this 

and many other examples reveal how their coiners try protecting 
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and justifying their own points of view regardless of the harm that 

they may cause to their audience. Here are some examples in which 

“words alter the deed” (Don Miller, 1992: 28). The actual deed is 

“Killing”; the words are: “servicing the target”, “collateral damage‟,  

„unlawful or arbitrary deprivation of life‟, „inflicted casualties‟, 

„taking appropriate action‟, „rooting out the infrastructure‟, 

„permanently removed from society as a matter of urgency‟, „to 

hose‟, „eliminate with extreme prejudice‟, etc. 

1.2 Uses of Doublespeak 

The use of Doublespeak is not confined to certain fields of life; 

it is widely practiced and it has an everyday occurrence in press. 

However, political (economic and military) Doublespeak are the 

most common and familiar. Orwell (1976:139), in this regard, 

points out that “political language... is designed to make lies sound 

truthful and murder respectable, and to give an appearance of 

solidarity to pure wind”. The same conception is held by others: 

“politicians select a portion of reality they perceive as a problem 

and give it a name, perhaps a euphemism” (Hahn, 1989:116). 

Such deliberate (motivated and strategic) intention to deceive 

can be illustrated as in the following examples from the world of 

politics, economics and military, respectively: 

- „Inoperative statements‟ and „terminological inexactitude‟ for 

lies!  
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- „period of accelerated negative growth‟, and „growth going 

backwards‟ for recession! 

- „A limited duration protective reaction strike‟,  „Air support‟ 

and „incontinent ordnance‟ for bombing civilian targets! 

The three basic kinds of Doublespeak are those of            

„jargon‟ (when used out of its determined limits, i.e. specialized 

circles, professions, etc), „Inflated Language‟ (a style of high-

sounding words used to make things seem impressive),                    

and „Bureaucratese‟ (playing with words, mostly technical              

and unfamiliar, without actual explanation). These types                     

of language are usually characterized by redundancy, inaccuracy, 

ambiguity, poor flow of ideas, etc. 

1.3 Doublespeak and Translation 

To the best of the researcher‟s knowledge, the translation of 

Doublespeak into Arabic (whether at the level of theory or practice) 

has not been attempted before. However, we believe that the study 

of this phenomenon in the field of translation should be based on 

cognitive, socio-cultural and linguistic considerations concerning 

the process of translation, the translator, and the text embracing 

Doublespeak. This implies that the translator should have the ability 

to explore and, then, mentally represent the writer‟s/speaker‟s 

mental states (e.g. beliefs, emotions, intentions, etc.) from his/her  
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text. Moreover, the translator should have the ability to weigh 

translation potentials in case different contextual clues are available. 

Such   cognitively   and / or    pragmatically   motivated 

representations require, as a prerequisite, negotiating meaning(s) 

between the translator and the totality of the text, on the one hand, 

and between the translator and (the expectations of the intended or 

probably non-intended) TL reader. However, communicating the 

notion „Doublespeak‟ via translation remains primarily (as the case 

is with other language-related phenomena) an inferential process, by 

means of which the translators interpret the SL and reconstruct it in 

terms of a TL linguistic elements, trying to satisfy at least some of 

their readers‟/listeners‟ expectations (Cf. Naoum, 2001:16). In turn, 

the target language readers/listeners, as Gutt (1990, 139) points out, 

can infer what assumptions the translator intended to convey. 

2. Theoretical Background 

 This study is cognitively and pragmatically oriented. 

Pragmatics is seen as a functional perspective on the use of 

language as partially determined by the context of society (Cf. 

Hickey, 1998:4), and as partly governed by one‟s cognitive system, 

i.e. the cognitive aspects of the language use (Cf. Kasher, 

1991:391). In this sense, the role of the cognitive system is central 

in determining the pragmatic knowledge required in any cognitive 

task (including translation). Therefore, we assume that the whole 
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translation process is determined by how a text is cognitively 

processed (or interpreted).  

In line with distinction drawn by Leech (1983:11) between 

pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics, we term the cognitive end 

of pragmatics „psychopragmatics‟. Psychopragmatics, then, refers to 

how and to what extent the pragmatic performance is subjected to 

specific cognitive conditions (Cf. Naoum, 2001:37-8). Such 

conception may raise this broad question: How the translators infer 

from the ST and its linguistic context the intended meaning; and 

how they act upon their understanding in producing a translated 

version in the TL. 

It is conceived from the arguments above that the translator‟s 

understanding of a text (or a segment of it) is not based only on 

what is clearly stated in the text, but also from what is indirectly 

inferred from the writer‟s choice of one item (e.g. word, phrase) 

over another. That is, what is written to what it is (perhaps 

mutually) assumed or what has been known before. 

3. Procedure 

3.1 Method and design 

The translation task is implemented by three successive 

translation phases: 

(i)  PHASE I. Three newly-graduate student-

translators were given an English documentary text 
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(Appendix 1) to translate into English at their 

earliest convenience and without any specific 

instructions. 

(ii)  PHASE II.  The same text was given to the 

same translators, with some parts of it underlined, 

to retranslate. They have been informed that the 

underlined parts of the text embrace instances of 

Doublespeak. The concept of „Doublespeak‟ has 

been defined, explained and exemplified orally to 

each one of the three translators. They were also 

reminded that the use of language should be, first 

and foremost, a moral issue. Therefore, such moral 

commitment should be, at least to a certain extent, 

reflected in their translations. 

(iii) PHASE III. The revised texts were given again 

to the translators to be re-edited (e.g. to add, delete, 

reformulate or condense expressions) in the light 

of: 

(a) a set of criteria proposed by Hugh Rank 

(1974:215-34) for identifying and analysing the 

language of Doublespeak: who is saying what to 

whom? Under what conditions? Under what 
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circumstances? With what intent? With what 

result; and  

(b) contextual information (e.g. setting, time, place, 

etc.)   as well as extracts from the speaker‟s 

testimony (Appendix 2). The translators were 

asked to make their revisions between the lines of 

their translation at phase II. 

In order to assess the truth worthiness of the translators‟ 

performance, separate interviews were held with each translator. 

The interviews concentrated on the renderings of the underlined 

parts at phase III. The main concern was to detect the role of      

context in the translator‟s information processing and his use              

of strategies at the levels of comprehending the ST and of    

producing of the TT. Due to the limitation of space.                             

A sample of one interview by translator C is given in section 4 

below. 

To attain the highest degree of objectivity in our analysis of 

data, we tried to make the translator do the task himself. The 

language of the interview was adapted and re-organized to suit the 

purpose of the study. 

3.2 Hypotheses 

(a) Building on the fact that thoughts are represented 

in the mind of language users (including 
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translators) similarly, we hypothesize that on 

analysis of Doublespeak in its linguistic and non-

linguistic environments may help better 

understanding (and hence translating) the negative 

use of the human language. 

(b) As a corollary of point (i), one might hypothesize 

that       the more the translator knows about what 

characterizes        the context, the more likely 

his/her predications                      (or 

interpretations) are reliable (Naoum, 2001:43). 

4. Interview: Translator C 

 Researcher = (R) ; Translator = (T) 

R: How do you evaluate the complexity of the task? 

T: From the first reading, the language of the text does not seem 

complex. However, when I started translating, I noticed that this 

apparent simplicity holds instances of ambiguity, abstractions and 

inaccuracy. This blocked the processing act at the comprehension 

level and at rendering it into Arabic... This is why my rendering 

at phase I lost sight of the language of Doublespeak.... I was 

mainly concerned with the surface structure; I mean the formal 

correspondence between the ST elements and their Arabic 

equivalents. 
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R: How far were the underlined parts at phase II helpful in the 

process of translation? 

T: To a certain extent, they were helpful; they made me aware of 

the task itself. This is why I started looking carefully at the 

lexical items (e.g. their denotations), syntactic structures (e.g. 

pronouns, modals, passive constructions), presuppositions, style; 

and how to make all of these cohere in my rendition. However, 

the problem was still there. 

R: What problem? 

T: The flow of ideas, I mean the flow of arguments, was 

problematic. It lacked coherence ... The setting of the text and its 

thesis were not clearly stated; the speaker‟s substantiations were 

not, to my understanding, clear enough to support his claim ... I 

found the text a matter of piling claims...; and even his 

conclusion appeared to defy his solution to the problem which, of 

course, I was not aware of ... was the message intended to 

convince or to mislead the reader? 

R: Do you mean that the semantic display of the speaker‟s argument 

was inconsistent? 

T: Exactly... and this is what I have noticed in the revision of my 

translation at phase II.... I could hardly make any actual 

corrections. Moreover, though some elements of intertextuality 

were there in the text (e. g. „references‟, „investigation‟, „facts‟), 
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these did not trigger a search for them and, hence, remained 

intelligible to me. 

R: Have you tried to link between textual structures (syntactic 

and/or semantic) and the political dimension of the ST? 

T: This is what I have  tried to do in my translation at phase III after 

the pragmatic context (e.g. the background of the event, reactions 

of the public, etc.) was made available to me... The choice of 

words (i.e. lexical style and stylistic variation of expression 

manifested contextual signification... This made me look at the 

events from the writer‟s perspective, not from mine as I have 

done at phase II. 

R: Did the context and the whole situation, that were given to you, 

trigger some of your knowledge structures or past experience? 

T: Sure, a direct association with some crimes I had heard about and 

different (usually contradictory) interpretations given to them by 

people due to their attitudes towards those crimes .... Stories on 

how lawyers defend the criminals and set them free, etc... These 

were helpful in explicating the meaning which was totally 

implicit. 

R: Had all of these facts any influence on adopting specific 

comprehension and production strategies? 

T: Due to the availability of the context at phase III, I have 

modified some of my previous hypotheses about the actual 
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meaning of certain words and expressions. I have also, in some 

instances, changed my assumption about the actual meanings of 

words, though this resulted in fragmented understanding 

sometimes... Since the major part of meaning was not stated 

explicitly in the text, deciphering its code did not yield an 

adequate understanding. This is why I relied on drawing 

inferences. 

R: You mean one should draw inferences in order to build a model 

of the speaker‟s world? What inferences? 

T: Textual inferences (e.g. looking forward or backward in the text), 

associative inferences and sometimes elaborating. These are the 

main search strategies at the comprehension level. At the 

production level, I relied on rephrasing (or paraphrasing) my 

mental translation by possible equivalents, omitting others, and 

still correcting previously attempted solutions. I also attempted 

some sub-strategies to weigh interlingual comparisons (e.g. 

synonyms, connotations, usage) in the light of the global context 

and situation of the ST. 

R: In the light of what you have mentioned so far, can you 

reevaluate your understanding of the language of Doublespeak in 

the ST? 

T: The language of Doublespeak (characterized by superficial 

simplicity) used by Mr. Haig aimed at lessening the reaction of 
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the general public, while keeping facts in mind.... What actually 

Haig was saying is no more than deliberate lies... One cannot 

easily assign meaning to his utterances.... His assumptions, 

tentative hypotheses, and even his conclusion were false; they 

were designed to hide one fact-viz. raping and murdering 

innocent American people by Salvadoran soldiers.... This is why 

his language is full of implications, suppositions and the least 

degree of assurance about what he is talking about. 

R: Can you exemplify what you have said? 

T: Haig starts his speech with uncertainty “I‟d like to suggest” 

where, in fact, as holding the most important post in the US 

government, he had not to „suggest‟ but to „inform‟... Even what 

he had suggested depended on „some investigations‟ (why not the 

C.I.A. or the F.B.I‟s?); and even these investigations are 

completely fabricated to „lead one to believe...‟ 

What I have perceived of his excessive use of „perhaps‟, „may‟ 

and „would and could‟ (two examples for each in the text) is his 

intention to mislead the public opinion. The length of the first 

sentence (65 words, i.e. 59% of the total) with many vague 

propositions is another indication of the least degree of assurance. 

It is obvious that Haig is doing two things at the same time: 

mitigating the cruel act of the murderers and misleading his 

audience. This has been done by the skillful use of word order and 
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passive constructions. For example, in describing the accident, 

Haig makes the agent role of the criminals less prominent in the 

text by using passive constructions, whereas the patient role of the 

victims is given the syntactic subject... The order of the elements 

of the structure of the sentences, to my understanding, is a 

deliberate one; this is why I followed the same order in my 

translation.... I could change the order, but the message of Haig 

could be spoilt.... For example, I could use  ‘الجنابح ’ for „those who 

inflicted casualties‟, but I didn‟t since the language of 

Doublespeak would disappear with this, somehow, neutral Arabic 

term.  

The use of vague pronouns (e.g. „lead one to believe‟ who?, 

„to cover it up‟ what?, „clear enough for anyone‟ again who?) was 

also an attempt by Haig to avoid responsibility. 

Vagueness of expression, for example „And this could have 

been at a very low level of both competence and motivation in the 

context of the issue itself‟, does not seem to communicate 

anything... It is a matter of piling on words... I tried to give my 

rendition the same sense of nonsense... But if the sentence above 

had any presupposition, it would not have been other than that the 

criminal act could have been done „at a very high level of 

competence and motivation!‟. What I understand of „competence‟ is 

killing, of „motivation‟ raping, and of „context of issue itself‟ 
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justification of the murder. After all, „the facts on this are not clear 

enough?!‟. He needs more evidence that raping and shooting at 

close rang by Salvadoran soldiers did not take place! 

Other vague wordings used by Haig to avoid any direct 

assertion is the use of expressions like „who inflicted casualties‟. 

Here, he does not only avoid using the word „killing‟ but he implies 

that the killing was accidental and, hence, justifiable. 

Most interestingly, Haig tried, at two points in the text, to 

make the victims responsible for what happened and to marginalize 

the crime as if it means nothing to the human rights!; they have 

„tried to run a roadblock‟ (Whose roadblock? No one knows. Why 

not a military check-point?). Now, when you „try‟ something, you 

intend to do that thing! The victims were also responsible for 

„there‟d been an exchange of fire‟. This implies that the unfortunate 

nuns were firing at their murderers, though Haig hasn‟t ever met 

any pistol-packing nuns at his days!. 

5. Results 

the study revealed that the translators in identifying and 

translating the language of Doublespeak more significantly in phase 

III than in phase I and II. The percentage of Doublespeak 

identification and renditions are given in the table below: 

 

%Doublespeak items identified and rendered as such (10 items-100%) 
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Test-subject-

translators 
Phase I Phase II Phase III 

Tr.A % 20% 70% 

Tr.B % 10% 40% 

Tr.c % 30% 90% 

A look at the table above confirms our hypothesis that accurate 

translation could be obtained if and only if the translator is aware of 

the communicative (cognitive and pragmatic) context in which the 

language of Doublespeak is embedded. The renditions of translator 

B do not incorporate the contextual and notional dimensions of the 

items of Doublespeak, nor they ascend to the expectations of the TL 

reader (who, perhaps, is aware of what is going on in the world). On 

the other hand, translators A and C exceeded the limitations of the 

linguistic knowledge; and they approached the ST cognitively and 

pragmatically. 

Our analysis of the subjects‟ translations at the three phases as 

well as the interviews revealed the following: 

PHASE I. This phase did not show any evidence of the translators‟ 

awareness of the language of Doublespeak. The intended blurring of 

the ST message was (innocently) rendered into the TL not to secure 

the same goal it was originally set forth, but to achieve formal 

and/or functional correspondence. 
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This is an indication that “Doublespeak is the product of clear 

thinking and is language carefully designed and constructed to 

appear to communicate when in fact it does not” (Lutz, 1987:115). 

PHASE II. This phase revealed slight revisions of the translations 

at phase I, though the translators were enough acquainted with the 

nature of Doublespeak (as a language guided by its goal). 

The translators‟ weak performance concerning the underlined 

instances of Doublespeak could be attributed to the fact that the co-

text alone cannot determine the intent of the message. Hence, the 

translators cannot weigh rendering possibilities: what goes with 

what, how, why and when? (Appendix III). 

PHASE III. This phase, in which the context with the whole 

situation was available to the translators, revealed a remarkable 

departure from the literal reading of the text towards identifying 

textual and contextual clues, highlighting the context-bound nature 

of the text, and explicating the implications encapsulated in lexical, 

syntactic and semantic structures. In other words, our test-subjects‟ 

reliance on identifying words and sentences in terms of the syntactic 

and/or semantic features (bottom-up processing) at phase I and II 

did not only led to misunderstanding but to distortion of the 

message. phase III, on the other hand, showed that the text has been 

approached functionally (Appendix IV). That is, translators started 
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their processing from the function of the text to its surface structure 

(top-down processing). 

The remarkable failure of translator B in identifying and 

rendering of the language of Doublespeak could be attributed to the 

fact that he was preoccupied with the meanings of words and 

sentences in isolation at the expense of context and purpose of the 

ST. Moreover, the interview with translator B showed his inability 

to activate or retrieve relevant knowledge which, in turn, can be 

related to lack of training experience in the field of translation. 

6. Discussion 

The impact of contextual clues on translating is evident in that 

translation (to be successful) requires an identification of certain 

contextual clues and an analytical view of the relations that they 

may have in common. 

The contextual clues required for the interpretation of a text 

are those clues relevant to the utterance itself (e.g. its linguistic 

features and function); clues relevant to the specific features of the 

situation (for each situation has its relevant frame in the mind of the 

translator); and finally the knowledge of the world (Cf. Dascal and 

Wiseman, 1987:36; Naoum, 2001:42-45). 

In this sense, two basic functions seem to be of paramount 

importance for a translation take: the conceptual function and the 

communicative function (Cf Widdowson, 1980: 235). Both 
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functions, however, are determined by the use of the text in a 

particular context. The former provides the translator with a 

background Knowledge on which he conceptualizes relationships 

that enable him to control the reality of the text. The latter, on the 

other hand, provides the translator with a means of interacting and 

communicating with social/ cultural environment (Naoum, 2001:42-

45). The meaning of the text (or part of it), therefore, is the function 

of its use in a given context rather than of its structural constituents 

(Cf. Jekat and Klein, 1990:15). 

7. Conclusions 

The main conclusions that one may draw from this study can 

be illustrated as follows: 

  Doublespeak is a matter of saying other than what the chosen 

words say; it is a matter of playing on words to neutralize, 

among other things, the probable reactions of the public. 

Therefore, a comprehensive negotiating of meaning should be 

conducted by the translator in order to discover the pragmatic 

specificity and the pragmatic implications (i.e. connotations) of 

the language of Doublespeak. 

 A successful translation should attempt interpreting the 

speaker/writer‟s point of view (or perspective) on the ground of 

the embedded context of the whole situation, including the 
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psychological needs of the writer. Consequently, different 

translation strategies could be attempted. 

 Though this study is based on a limited sampling (-viz. three 

newly-graduate-student translators working on one text of 

specific genre), the renditions and the interviews suggest that 

our two hypotheses are valid for further studies with translators 

of different professional levels, with text of different genres, 

with different modes of translating, etc. 

 Finally, Departments of translation and translation training 

centers could incorporate the results of this study in their 

training programs. For instance, student translators should be 

exposed to carefully-selected data and assist them to cope with 

ambiguity, to approximate the intended meaning of a message 

by means of hypothesis testing, inferencing, etc., and to 

improve their choice and application of translation strategies by 

relying on their actual self-concepts, experience, background 

knowledge and the global context. 

Appendices 

Appendix I. The Source Text (cited in Lutz, 1989:8) 

As reported by Anthony Lewis of The New York Times, 

Secretary Haig said to the House Foreign Affairs Committee: 

(1) I‟d like to suggest to you that (2) some of the investigations 

would lead one to believe that perhaps the vehicle the nuns were 
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riding in (3) may have tried to run a roadblock, or (4) may 

accidentally have been perceived to have been doing so, and 

there‟d been an (5) exchange of fire and then (6) perhaps those 

who inflicted the casualties sought to cover it up. And this (7) 

could have been at a very low level of both (8) competence and 

motivation in the context of the issue itself. But the (9) facts on 

this are not clear enough for anyone to draw a (10) definitive 

conclusion. 

Appendix II. – Contextual Information (cited in Lutz, 1989:8) 

In 1981, Secretary of state Alexander Haig testified before 

congressional committees about the murder of three American nuns 

and a Catholic lay worker in EL-Salvador. Three of the women had 

been raped and all four were shot at close range, and there was clear 

evidence that the crime had been committed by soldiers of the 

Salvadoran government. 

 Extracts (cited in Lutz, 1989:8-9, brackets added). The next 

day [after the New York Times‟ report], before the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee, Secretary Haig claimed that 

press report, on his previous testimony were inaccurate. When 

senator Claiborne Pell asked whether Secretary Haig was 

suggesting that the nuns might have run through a roadblock 

and that they were firing at the people, Secretary Haig replied, 

respectively: 
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 You mean that they tried to violate...? Not at all, no, not at all. 

My heavens! The dear nuns who raised me in my parochial 

schooling would forever isolate me from their affections and 

respect. 

 I haven‟t met any pistol-packing nuns in my day, Senator. 

What I meant was that if one fellow starts shooting, then the 

next thing you know they all panic. 

 

 

Appendix III. Rendering of translator C at phase I and phase II 

(Corrections bracketed) 

ال ِسعنُ إال أن أثاّ  لماأ أن ص اخ رقاّاابد رجعار ال اقد ِعزاار أن القاوجابد  ابيل  

ث قكجزى  اجزّبز ناطخ رفزّش ] بجز ؽقِق[، أي اسزنزج منىاب الاجعغ أنىا   ابيل  

الاّاابب ثاا لم، م ااب أ ٌ إلااٍ  ااريس إؽااا  ناابلك يلث ااب  اارٌ نلاام ثبلجناابح ]ثبلاا ِ   

قث ااب جااقٌ كاار نلاام نزّجااخ لؼااع  ا  اد أيقعااًا الاسااباق[ الزعزااّأ مرااٍ ا مااقك يل

يررنُ الريافع فُ سّب  القب صخ نفسىبك يلم  القاباق ثى ا الظر  لّسذ ياػقخ ث اب 

 ِمفُ ل عقفخ القاّاخ ]أكّرح ل ب جقٌ[ك

Appendix IV. Rendering of translator C phase III. 

(Translator A‟s rendering bracketed) 

[ أن ثعااغ الزقاّااابد قاار راار َ ثاابل قد إلااٍ االمزاااب     أي  أن أفزااقع ]أرااّق إلااٍ

]رجعر ال قد ِعزار[ أن ال قكجاخ الزاُ كبناذ رسازارىب القاوجابد لث اب  بيلاذ رجابيز 

 اابجز مااقيل، أي لث ااب امزااار الااجعغ مقػااب ]ارفااق يأن امزااار الااجعغ طاارفخ[   
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يلقث اب  مقػب أنىب  بيلذ أن راًب ثا لم ]الاّابب ثا لم[ك ي ارس رجاب ق إؽاا  النابل

 بيق ثعرا  أيلئم ال ِ  رسججًا فُ الاسباق الزعزّأ مرٍ ال ساللخك يلقث اب  ارس وا ا 

مرٍ مسزًٌ مزارنُ ما  ال اارلح يالارافع فاُ ساّب  ال ساللخ نفساىب ]الاؼاّخ نارىاب[، 

يلم  القاباق ثاظًص و ا ]ثى ا الشلن[ لّسذ م  الًػاً  ]ياػاقخ[  َ كابن 

 ياػقخ مقر ح ]ي قّاخ[ك ثقّش ِ منه الزًطر إلٍ اسزنزبجبد
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 ملخص

 دور السياق يف حل إشكاليات ترمجة الكالم اخلادع

 )*(د. انس هبنام نعوم

رىاارا الرلاسااخ القبلّااخ إلااٍ إةىاابل  بلااخ إفسااب  الفمااق النبرجااخ ماا  رع اار       

يسااابار ا مااااب، المقثّاااخ منىاااب ابطاااخ، إسااابدح اسااازاراب الرماااخ ياصاااق نلااام فاااُ           

                                              
 كرّخ اْ اة / جبمعخ ال ًطر –قسأ الزقج خ  (*)  
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الرمااااخ العقثّااااخك رزناااابيق الرلاسااااخ             مّااااران الزقج ااااخ  ماااا  الرمااااخ ا نجرّزِااااخ إلااااٍ

)الاا َ ِجااري نا معنااٍ يلمنااه       Doublespeak كّفّااخ رشاااّض الماااب   الاااب   

مااقايأ أي ماابمغ أي ثااا معنااٍ فااُ الًاقااعأل فااُ الرمااخ ا طاار، يالساازقارّجبد    

الًاجااات ارجبمىاااب لرزمرااات مراااٍ طاااعًثبد الزقج اااخ النبج اااخ مااا  وااا   ال ااابوقح،       

ٌ فبمرّاااخ االمزجااابلاد الساااّبقّخ يفبااااررى ب فاااُ رقج اااخ المااااب الااااب   إلاااٍ          يمااار

الرماااخ الىاااراك ِفزاااقع الجب اااش إممبنّاااخ إافاااب  ال زاااقجأ فاااُ رشااااّض المااااب          

الاااب   يماا  صااأ إساابدح فىااأ ال عنااٍ الشاا ًلُ ال اظااً  لراانض  ا طاارُ يرقج زااه       

ثرقااخ السااّب  الشاا ًلُ لراانض ا طاارك لااار        إلااٍ الرمااخ الىاارا مااب لااأ ِقاار  ال زااقجأ

رجناااُ الجب اااش فاااُ رقرّااار المااااب الااااب ب يرقج زاااه نىجاااب إجقااّاااب ِزماااًن مااا             

صااااس مقا ااار ِزاااقجأ فّىاااب صاصاااخ ؽااااة مزااااقجّ  فاااُ قساااأ الزقج اااخ  ااارِضب            

ه                 نظااااب إنجرّزِااااب يصبااّااااب إلااااٍ الرمااااخ العقثّااااخ )أَ ِزااااقجأ الطبلاااات الاااانض ناراااا

صااااس ماااقادأل، رزجعىاااب ماااابثاد ماااع كااار يا ااار مااانىأ مراااٍ  ااارحك ِ ىاااق رقرّااار       

رقج اااابد الطاااااة لراااانض يمابلنزىااااب أن الساااازقارّجبد ال زجعااااخ فااااُ مقاااابيلزُ   

ال زااااقج ّ  الضبنّااااخ يالضبلضااااخ اكضااااق نجب ااااب ماااا  مقاااابيلزىأ ا يلااااٍ فااااُ رقرِاااار            

طااار يكااا لم فاااُ رقج زاااه إلاااٍ الرماااخ الىاااراك         ال عناااٍ يرشاّظاااه فاااُ الرماااخ ا 

يراراااض الرلاساااخ إلاااٍ يجاااًة رااارلِت ال زاااقج ّ  مااا  الطااااة مراااٍ رفعّااار           

م رّاااااخ ر اااااضرىأ الااااا ونُ لر عرًمااااابد ينلااااام ثبالمز اااااب  لاااااّ  مراااااٍ الساااااّب                   

  الرماااااًَ لرااااانض ا طااااار فقسااااات يان اااااب مراااااٍ اااااازِنىأ ال عقفاااااُ يالساااااّب            

 الجقام بؽٍ لرنض ا طرك

 

 

 


